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ACROSS

1 Name the most visible and important leader of
the US Civil Rights movement who was a strong
advocate of non-violent protests.

2 method used by King to achieve his goals
5 This woman led the Eisenhower Administration

program that raised the minimum wage to $1 
and expanded unemployment benefits.

11 What provided a powerful stimulant to
consumption?

12 What is the federal education program that gave
money to science, math, and foreign language 
programs at public schools and colleges?

14 This man cheated on his game show and
helped bring about the decline of the genre

15 What event challenged the legality of
segregated seating after Rosa Parks was 
arrested for sitting at the front of the bus?

20 What allowed officials to assign individual
students to schools on the basis of scholastic 
aptitude and ability to adjust?

23 The symbol of the growth of the suburbs with
modern ranch-style homes

24 What is the name of the Truman Administration
program that included national medical 
insurance, federal aid to education, and a 
federal employment commission to fight 
discrimination?

26 What is the 1954 Supreme Court case that
mandated an end to "Separate but Equal" 
schools.

27 What gave motion pictures the most serious
competition leading them to switch to color?

28 King hoped that this would direct the crusade
against segregation.

29 What finally brought the segregation of the
armed forces to an end?

30 Name the group of "pre-hippies" that
complained about the bankruptcy of popular 
culture through bizarre appearance, drug use, 
and sexual promiscuity

31 Which American religious leader promoted the
power of positive thinking?

32 What was the code word of the 1950s?

DOWN

1 Who did Americans ask to search for
communists at home?

3 This served as a great stimulant to the
consumer goods industries

4 What was the name of the United States' first
orbiting satellite?

6 Which critic of the consumer society wrote The
Crack in the Picture

7 This federal program was intended to deny aid
to any state or school that condoned 
segregation and other forms of discrimination.

8 What is the name of the US space agency
Eisenhower created in response to the Soviet's 
Sputnik launch?

9 What deprived office workers of their identities?
10 Name the Arkansas governor that badly

misinterpreted Eisenhower's stance on 
desegregation and sent the National Guard to 
try and prevent the "Little Rock 9" from 
attending a white school.

13 Formed by college students willing to
demonstrate against the segregation of public 
facilities

16 conservative with money and liberal with human
beings

17 What was the program that was justified as
being militarily necessary to better move troops
and materials that was paid for by fuel taxes?

18 What sociologist explained how Americans had
adapted their behavior to conform to pressures?

19 After the Democratic split in 1948, a separate
States' Rights ticket called _________ emerged.

21 What grew due to the spread of suburbia?
22 What was a casualty of the boom in small

detached homes?
25 What was the last school district in the state of

Texas to integrate?


